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User Case Study

Making Locating Utilities Easier and with Better Accuracy
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User Case Study: Grinnell College

Founded in 1846, Grinnell College is one of the top-ranked residential liberal arts and sciences 
colleges. Located in Grinnell Iowa, Grinnell College is home to about 1,700 students committed 
to contributing to the common good that embraces intellectual journeys of all kinds and follows 
their passions across the world. ProStar’s PointMan, Mobile & Cloud solution, is now being used 
to manage Grinnell’s infrastructure.

ProStar’s flagship product, PointMan, is designed to significantly improve the workflow processes 
and essential business decisions associated with the lifecycle management of Grinnell’s 
critical infrastructure assets located both above and below the surface. ProStar’s PointMan 
is a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution that seamlessly connects the field operations crews 
at Grinnell College with their in-house maintenance teams, and in real-time, PointMan 
provides Grinnell the ability to precisely capture, record, display, and manage critical campus 
infrastructure, including roads, pipelines, and other utilities. 
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PointMan empowers Grinnell to accurately 
collect and visualize the precise location of 
their underground infrastructure. Not knowing 
the accurate location, precision, and pedigree 
of their subsurface assets presented a major 
risk to the safety and well-being of the public, 
surrounding environments, students, and 
faculty members on its campuses, which are, in 
essence, small cities.  

The question Grinnell wishes to answer is: 

What can we do to make locating utilizes easier and accuracy better?
Over the years, Grinnell College has collected and mapped location information on its 
subsurface utilities and installed ground tracer wires on new construction to make any future 
locating easier. Grinnell also uses Electro-Magnetic (EM) devices, used to locate subsurface 
utilities, before permitting any construction projects on its campus. This forward-thinking 
preparedness has allowed the college to easily identify and collect data on its underground 
infrastructure. Although the college has collected data, the data was stored and archived in a 
manner that could not easily be shared, provided only single-user access, and did not interface 
with other business workflows.

The resources needed to effectively collect and catalog 
Grinnell’s utilities repeatedly are in short supply; staff with the 
detailed knowledge of campus utility systems are always 
subject to retirement or relocation, and those staff members 
able to effectively use locator technology are not always 
readily available. PointMan can leverage newly collected 
data, and permanently store, visualize, catalog, and share all 
their data for any future reference or visualization.

With the PointMan solution, Grinnell’s field staff only needs 
to have a basic working knowledge of GPS and everyday 
mobile devices to locate their above and below ground 
infrastructure. The office staff can then use the pedigree and 
precision collected within the PointMan system to check and 
validate any newly collected data.



PointMan is the first solution that Grinnell has found that puts together their entire workflow 
from data collection, validation, storage, security of data, and visualization into one seamless 
package. PointMan is hardware agnostic with a comprehensive list of major hardware 
manufacturers of both GPS/GNSS devices and EM locator tools. PointMan has a low entry 
barrier in associated costs and knowledge required for effective usage. Most field operators 
can start data collection and be productive with a minimum amount of training, empowering 
Grinnell with a solution that does not require hiring highly trained personnel with years of 
expertise. PointMan provides Grinnell with a robust and affordable GIS utility mapping software. 
However, where needed, PointMan can also export and integrate with all industry-standard GIS 
and CAD environments allowing existing workflows to continue without change.
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PointMan’s SaaS architecture allows the college to be less concerned about keeping their utility 
mapping solution modern and up to date. ProStar, the developer of PointMan, is consistently 
evaluating and implementing updates to their technology to ensure that their solution keeps 
up with the latest industry standards and protocols. PointMan is hosted on AWS (Amazon Web 
Services) and built to scale and grow. Security is implemented throughout its workflows to ensure 
that its data is accurate, precise, and that the integrity of its client’s data is securely maintained. 



Grinnell has gained an all-encompassing mapping solution for its surface and subsurface 
utilities, as well as a platform that allows for the permanent and secure storage of that data. 
The utility data has metadata that indicates the precision and pedigree of the field information 
where authorized team members can easily access it, is easy to use, and makes visualization of 
the utility data a priority.
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“ Grinnell College is located on 120 acres with miles of buried telecom infrastructure critical to operations. 
To protect and maintain our expanding and valued buried infrastructure, we realized the need for 
precise maps and accurate locates. We selected Prostar’s PointMan platform from our search for a GIS 
mapping platform that was easy to adopt, met our precision requirements for reference and locating 
needs, and flexibility for future GIS needs.” 

      -  David Ellis
        Director of Network Services
        Grinnell 

So to answer the question of how to make locating utilities easier with better accuracy, Grinnell 
College has selected PointMan. An easy-to-use, utility mapping system that empowers Grinnell 
College with the ability to visualize where their utilities are located in one managed space, using 
spatial data, utility attributes, along with photos, annotations, and forms.

PointMan provides surface and subsurface utility information to personnel that make critical 
decisions about their above ground and below ground utility infrastructure.


